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In December 2015, the Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications and Cable (“DTC”) wrote all Massachusetts cable 
license issuing authorities concerning changes in the Federal Communications Commission’s rate regulation orders.  A new FCC 
order reversed the longstanding presumption that cable companies are not subject to effective competition.  This change 
created a rebuttable presumption that effective competition exists in all cable television markets.  DTC explained that the FCC 
order required any “franchising authority” wishing to retain rate regulating powers to file a new certification rebutting the 
presumption of effective competition.  The letter indicated further that DTC, as the “certified franchising authority,” had filed 
with the FCC the required forms for “communities for which sufficient data exist to rebut the presumptions of effective compe-
tition.”

The DTC letter may have created a certain level of confusion.  First, it equated, without explanation, the term “issuing 
authority,” defined in G.L. c.166, §1 as a municipal executive, with the term “franchising authority.”  The term “franchising 
authority” is defined in the federal cable statute, 47 USC, §522 (10), as a government body empowered to grant a “franchise” 
or cable license.  Thus, the letter was somewhat unclear that although the DTC is the FCC certified “franchising authority” for 
Massachusetts cable licenses, the authority to grant licenses has been delegated by state statute to municipal executives 
serving at the local level as “issuing authorities.”

Secondly, the DTC letter does not specifically define the FCC term “effective competition.”  However, a municipality is consid-
ered to have effective competition if a competing cable provider, including satellite, has captured at least 15% of the local 
market.  Under such circumstances, the DTC will no longer regulate basic tier cable rates.  In Massachusetts communities with 
two or more cable operators (in most cases, Verizon or RCN), the second cable operator usually has succeeded in capturing the 
requisite 15% market share, thereby meeting the requirements for “effective competition.” 

In summary, therefore, the DTC letter stands for the following.  The DTC has filed with the FCC, on behalf of those communities 
that do not have “effective competition,” i.e., those that have only a single provider, the forms required to preserve the right 
to continue to regulate basic service rates, at least until such time as “effective competition” is achieved. For those communi-
ties where there is “effective competition,” the DTC will no longer regulate basic service rates, and the rates will be determined 
instead by competition in the market.

A copy of the DTC letter accompanies this memorandum.

If you have any questions regarding the DTC letter or other cable television topics, please contact Attorney William Hewig by 
e-mail at whewig@k-plaw.com or by phone at 617.556.0007. 
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